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TIM – a trendsetter that provides the edge
Sustainable IT solutions depend on individuality and succeed thanks to forward thinking. A liberating combination
that brings companies closer to their goals. We provide comprehensive support for choosing and implementing the
right Data Center solutions. And our customers know how valuable that is.

Substance – the confidence factor
TIM AG has been supporting system vendors as a Value Added Distributor for more than 30 years and is the leading
storage distributor in Germany. Throughout our support, the focus is always on the specific demands of the end customer. Our self-image as a dedicated service provider lies at our core. Our ears are open and ready to listen. We are
personally dedicated and provide seamless support. This is how we ensure that technology as an economical factor
is made as useable as possible. Reliable, durable and company-wide. The basic trust in our added values is of sound
reasoning and produces positive effects. That is how new potential can grow out of the resources already at hand.

Added value – the success factor
Our wide-spanning portfolio encompasses innovative technologies from leading IT manufacturers. As your service
provider, we can support you with comprehensive services across manufacturers, which are additionally utilized in
the whole project cycle. The crucial competitive edge that our partners have results from our added values – effective
tools and powerful resources:
❙

Continuous availability and quick response times

❙

High-skilled personal consultants

❙

Free of charge pre-sales advice

❙

Optimal planning security thanks to TIM Solution Center

❙

Effective customer retention due to renewal tracking

❙

Professional services and support in German

❙

Profitable business development support

TIM AG provides system vendors in Germany, Austria and Switzerland with many levels of support. As well as tapping
into new markets and technologies, we help to build solid strategic alliances and sustainable business plans.
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